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Reviewer's report:

This paper addresses an important issue relating to data quality and completeness in the electronic patient records. This research project aimed to back fill information regarding comorbidities by integrating additional databases and human judgement in the process. In particular, Enrichment of the CUD (Theriaque pharmaceutical database) with the French National Comorbidities List seemed to be the critical part of this study.

The study proposed several ways to identify the additional comorbidities:

1. Via prescribed/administered drug in EHR - extracting missing ICD-10 codes suggested by the Theriaque database for each prescribed/administered drug

2. Via ICD-10 billing codes in EHR - extracting ICD-10 codes suggested by the Theriaque database for each responding drug in the Theriaque database

3. Using Laboratory Results (only case of hyperkalemia was included)

Identified comorbidities (ICD-10 codes) were subsequently examined by human expert judgement with examination of clinical notes.

In general, the paper was well written and followed a well thought-out procedure. I would like to congratulate the author(s) in regards to the implementation of this research project and would like to address the following concerns from the analytical viewpoints

* Page 10, line 212, the agreement is 98.2% with CI between 0.58 and 0.90. Please check the solution again.

* Are supplementary Tables S1 and S2 presented as Appendix 1 and 2 in the paper? Otherwise these tables are missing.

* As recall could not be derived, performance of the procedure relied only on precision. The quality of the suggested ICD-10 codes would rely on the quality of the Theriaque database
and the coverage/completeness of the French National Comorbidities List. There is a potential of bias towards certain ICD-10 codes, particularly the ones in recorded in the List

* I would like to see more details about way human evaluation step was designed and executed. For example, experience & background of the human experts, level of independence of the experts in evaluating, etc… More information will help us determining the repeatability or reliability of this evaluation task.

I believe this paper has achieved the goal of back filling some of the missing ICD-10 codes for certain EHR through the procedure proposed in this paper. My reservations are more related to the context of robustness & implications:

1. Any health data added to patient record would require high objectivity and scrutiny to ensure no errors is inadvertently added to EHRs. Some assurance need to built-in.

2. The enrichment of Theriaque database by the French Comorbidity List could have also introduced errors, i.e. has the French Comorbidity List has been validated for correctness?

3. Objectivity of the human evaluation step can be improved by involving more human experts, for example some randomisation can be added when allocating evaluators to the suggested ICD-10 codes.

4. It will be interesting to explore from the Recall perspective to evaluation this procedure, hence examining the number ICD-10 codes can be identified from the total number of missing ICD-10 codes. One way to achieve this would be by removing some ICD-10 codes from the EHR and see how many ICD-codes this procedure could correctly retrieve.
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